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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

Model railroad Christmas display at Quinte Gardens in Belleville (see page 5)

Feature article: A History of the Carp Fair layout on page 5

Check out the M.V.A.R. web site for the latest club updates:
www.mvar.ca and www.facebook.com mvar
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2012 – MVAR Celebrates 25 Years!
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The President’s Message for December 2012

Holiday time is a special time for modellers. When we were younger, it often provided us with free,
unobserved moments to move our projects forward. And, whatever age and whatever stage of our hobby, the
holidays always offers the prospect of sharing our enthusiasm and progress with a new audience or old friends
interested in following the pathways of our unfolding skills and interests. We often get so engrossed in the
immediate challenges of what we are trying to accomplish, we forget that model railroading, like any other art
or craft, is something we share with others, contributing variously to their pleasure, curiosity and amusement.
May you and your hobby interests bring joy to the lives of others this season!

Public Relations and Program
Larry Skinner

Each Saturday morning members, friends, and guests come out to the Gourmet Restaurant
for breakfast and railroad social time. This is a great place to get and share ideas for
building your railroad. We start arriving about 07:00h and we eat at 08:00h. We socialize
until 09:00h.

On Wednesday mornings 6 to 8 members come out to Tim Horton’s in Almonte for café
and our Railroad Social hour.  We start arriving about 09:30h and we meet until about
10:30h.

Call another club member this week and get together for a house visit and see what they are doing with their
layout or maybe make some suggestions.

MVAR MEETINGS

MVAR T-Trak Sub meets 2nd Thursday each summer month in Carleton Place Arena – 7 to 9 PM
(reverting to the 4th Thursday in Sept.)
MVAR meets 4th Thursday in Oct, Nov, Dec, Feb, Mar, and Apr in Carleton Place Arena – 7 to 9
PM
MVAR Dinner Meetings are in Christ Church (Anglican), Ashton – 6:30 to 9:00 ($20.00 charge)
the 4th Thursday of Sep, Jan and May.

Visitors are always welcome – Come and join us!
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MVAR Executive
Brian Hull, President

terbrinhull@xplornet.com

Ben Sanders, Treasurer

bsanders@ucalgary.ca.

Membership – This position is currently vacant.

Rod Goodwin, Webmaster

To all members who have web pages; You can have your link posted  on our website.
TO ALL MEMBERS CHECKOUT THE WEB SITE FOR ACTIVITIES THAT THE MEMBERS WILL BE
HOSTING.
wingood@sympatico.ca

Ron Legge, Secretary/Archivist

leggerh@sympatico.ca

David Reis, MVAR Librarian
David’s working on a listing that Rod can publish on the MVAR Website. That way, if you are researching some
aspect of railroading and you see something listed in the library that you think might help, you can get in touch with
David, either by phone or by e-mail, tell him what you are looking for , and he can arrange to meet you at the next
breakfast session, MVAR meeting, etc. and you can get the magazine, book, or video that you were looking for.
gumbyreis@gmail.com

Programs – This position is currently vacant.

Bob Carswell, RailLink Editor

Bob .Carswell@xplornet.ca
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Cover Photo: A Lionel Holiday train on display at Quinte Gardens retirement residence in Belleville. Photo
provided courtesy of Brian Hall.

A History of the Carp Fair Layout – by Brian Hull

The Carp Fair model train layout takes a circle of thee tracks through many different settings. Gerry
O’Callaghan built the farm scene; Norm Card the winter scenes; the large switching yard at one end was done
by Al Mann, Al sprigs and his wife created the lake and bathing scene as well as the circus and town fair that
fills one end of the display. The Alpine setting was salvaged from a much larger layout that had been built in
Brockville, inspired by a stay in Germany in the 1960s. The Brockville layout had been huge – G (or garden)
gauge outside and HO inside. Sadly, by the time the remnants were rescued much had been destroyed.

The roving model train show continued into the new millennium: Shawville, Richmond and Merrickville in
2009 being the last ambitious round. In 2010, Sprigs was approached by the Carp Fair Board with an offer to
buy the display to the fair and make it a permanent display. The first offer was rejected, but the Board knew
they had a winner and an acceptable arrangement was reached. The Fair now owns the display and the MVAR
group maintains and upgrades it.  For this maintenance, the Fair is making available a small honorarium to the
group.

Presenting the model railroad at Carp Fair is a four day enterprise; one day of set up and refurbishment and
three days for visitors. On the Friday of the fair, school kids of the region are given the day off and climb the
stairs to the display loft. It has been estimated that as many as a thousand kids visited on Friday. So, the Carp
Fair model railroad display is perhaps the best active method for sharing the hobby of model railroading to a
new generation at this end of Ontario!

During the 2012 Carp Fair, the on-duty crew consisted of Mike, Ben, Gerry, Norm and Al. To simplify
operation of the display, the entire track has now been looped and the electrical connections joining the track
sections have are soldered. A model train layout is a high maintenance show and a major cleaning and re-do
will soon be needed.

So where has Spriggs hobby taken him: on the road and with an enormous inventory of old model rail road
equipment in his basement – enough to start many youthful hobbyists on a life path – in a very cost effective
way.

Other notes:

John Allen and Rick Osborne are possible sponsors of a T-track sub at the Carp Fair.  The T-track approach is
an important method of showing prospective hobbyists that model rail roading does not have to be conceived
and practiced on a massive scale from the outset.  Showing of other gauges at the Carp Fair are also possible
though the N gauge and Z gauge need extra security because of their small size. (The Fair team have already
learned this lesson the hard way.)  Still need to stick in something about when we attended the Toy and Train
Show in Belleville.
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Along the T-Trak Sub

The last MVAR meeting saw the members of the T-Trak Sub demonstrating the capabilities of modular
railroading. All members brought in their modules, and under the guidance of John Allen, an extensive layout
was created.

Approximately 18’ long and 4’ wide, this layout was capable of running 4 separate trains. This forum also
allowed members the opportunity to not only play with trains, but to socialize and enjoy conversations with
friends or groups of like minded modellers.

Prototype Operating 04 by Marc Tilford

Notices, Bulletins and GBO’s

How does a company communicate information to a work force of thousands that report to work at
different times of the day at hundreds of locations?  This has been a problem that railway have had to address.
The answer they have come up with is to have a set of announcement books, in use at location that employees
report for duty. Each time an employee reports for work he/she must check the books for any new
announcements, than read and understand and today most people initial the bottom of the page so they know for
next time that they have read it (in the past we had to read, understand and sign the announcement).
Announcements are divided in one of three groups.

Notices are general information that effect, the day to day operations of the railway.  Notices cover
things like schedules for upcoming requalification classes, Ads that make changes to the annual vacation list or
add and abolish a job, results of changes to the annual vacation list or ads for jobs, the weekly crew change and
changes to pool sizes, announcements of the death of an employee’s, family member, or past employee,
addition of a new style of boot to the company work list, the schedule for the Holiday Train, and an
announcement for the company Christmas skating party at the arena.

Bulletins effect the safe operation of the railway itself within the division.  Bulletins cover information
like the addition or changes to a switch, derail or a signal, the removal of handrails on a bridge for work, the
new restriction on road crossing not to blow the horn, and changes to the general operating instructions like a
new handbrake requirement, changes to train handling requirements, changes to train marshalling instructions
or the new requirement to report and be ready to work 15 minutes before the on duty time.
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GBO or General Bulletin Orders are instructions regarding track condition restrictions and other
information that affect the safety and operation of a train or movement.  GBOs are grouped together into either
a DOB or a TGBO Tabular General Bulletin Order which is all the GBO that effect a given train in the order
that the train will encounter them. A DOB Day Operation Bulletin is a collection of GBOs that effect the limits
of a major terminal were large numbers of movements will enter the main line sometimes just for headroom.
GBO come in one of four forms, Form S Main track out of service, Form T Equipment left on main track, Form
V Specifying speed, and Form Y Planned protection of a Section Foreman.

Modeling the Prototype

Under the heading that there is a prototype for everything, the following image below would translate into a
great conversation starter on any layout.

Wonder if he got this at a yard sale! Thanks to John Morin for the image.
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Coming Events

Sun, January 27th, 2013 - TH&B Flea Market
 Marritt Hall ( Ancaster Fair Grounds)
 630 Trinity Rd Ancaster
 Hours: 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Thurs, Jan 24, 2013 – MVAR Dinner Meeting
 Christ Church (Anglican), Ashton – 6:30 to 9:00
 Program TBA

Sat/Sun, Jan 19-20, 2013 – Mont-bleu Ford
 Gatineau Que.

Sat, Jan 26, 2013 – Big Bros/Sisters, Almonte
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Some of the M.V.A.R. members Railway Patches

M.V.A.R. David McCurdy Dennis MacTavish Jim Davis

David Biggs Bob Summers John Soehner Larry Skinner

John Morin T-TRAK  Sub W.G.H. Cathy & John Delroy

Bob Carswell your Logo Here

Check out the M.V.A.R. web site for the latest club updates:
www.mvar.ca and www.facebook.com mvar
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